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COLLABORATION
by STEVEN A. LIEBERMAN & ALAN P. SHOR

STEVE LIEBERMAN

CEO

We clearly know how fortunate we are to

the people they employ - are relocating to

have our terrific team, exceptional clients,

the state. Propelled by some of the lowest

great business partners and have our business

interest rates in history, institutional investors

concentrated around the strongest markets

are extremely focused on Texas. While the

in the country. The pillars of our success are

economies in most cities throughout the U.S.

built on such and the strategic relationships

are generally sluggish, Dallas and Houston

we maintain with all our retail partners.

are two of the top performing metropolitan

Our alliances with our retail clients, property owners, financial partners and
governmental entities are the invaluable cornerstones of TRC’s business platform
and in 2011, our collaborations with each are once again leading to exceptional
activity and productivity across all our business lines.

ALAN SHOR

President

areas in the country. DFW shopping center occupancy was up slightly by the
end of September of this year. Overall retail occupancy in the DFW area was
at 90.3% a significant increase over 2010’s year-end occupancy of 87.9%.
Approximately 1.4 million sf of additional retail space will be added in North

On a macro level, the economy remains unpredictable at best. The country

Texas this year — up from 1.2 million sf of shopping space added in 2010. Large

continues to work through a high unemployment rate and the

box users and department stores including JCPenney, Walmart

overhang of the U.S. housing market, as well as significant debt

and Sam’s Clubs account for the greatest share. Construction

challenges abroad. At the same time, TRC has continued to enjoy

under way includes the 420,000 sf Paragon Outlets retail center

significant growth. Our team, now almost 80 strong, always puts

in Grand Prairie and several new grocery stores and discount

our clients first, enabling them to extend the reach of their real estate

retailers. Construction is starting to pick up, with approximately

programs and maximize the value of their respective pursuits. Our

1.5 million sf of retail space being built in North Texas. However,

synergistic alliances with our 200 plus retail clients and third-party

still only a fraction of the almost 16 million sf of retail space

owners of over 22 million sf of retail space, provide us invaluable

constructed during the peak of the third quarter of 2007.

insight and knowledge of the retail and real estate world and

Houston continues to improve in many areas as reflected in its

enable us to consistently deliver superior results for their programs.

current retail occupancy rate at over 93% - a significant jump over

Whether it is tenant representation, project leasing, management or

2010’s 88.9%. Retail job growth is the highest in the country, and

the investment side of our business, this is our primary focus.

the unemployment rate for Houston fell 0.3 percentage points in

In 2011, we partnered with some of the most successful equity and

August 2011 to 8.6%, well under the national rate of 9.2%. With

real estate firms in the U.S., including joint-ventures with Invesco,

its diverse economic base and structural strength in technology,

Fidelity Real Estate Group, Lincoln Property Company and North American

healthcare, oil and gas, Houston is experiencing tremendous activity. Likewise,

Development Group, to acquire and

San Antonio and its vibrant surrounding areas, have fed the Texas economy with

redevelop significant properties; and

consistent upticks in jobs, housing, retail, and overall consumer confidence.
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we look forward to teaming up with
these and other partners as we continue
to invest in our core markets.
Our

expanded

with the equity and credit markets firming up, has led to their putting these
assets on the market, providing investors the opportunities to purchase these

provide

properties well below replacement cost. With the increased flow of capital

our clients tremendous home field

into the market and continued investor demand providing predictable exits

advantage. Texas accounted for over

for these assets as they are fixed, or otherwise stabilized, value-add investors

50% of all U.S. jobs created in 2011.

with said capacity are enjoying great success. This is the core focus of TRC’s

With its low cost of living, no state

Connected Development and Acquisition teams. As such, we have acquired

income tax and a trained, affordable

650,000 sf of retail space year-to-date and expect to close on another 200-

work-force, more companies - and

300,000 sf of centers by year-end.

continues

the

after “kicking the can” for an extended period of time, which combined

state’s

economy,

team,

As we forecasted last year, we are seeing the banks start to take back properties

to

continued on page 11
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TEAM WORKS!
By Steven H. Zimmerman Managing Director | Brokerage

Vision Works, Golfsmith, Palm Beach Tan, Altar’d State and we ser ve as
the local broker for clients such as Nordstrom Rack, PetSmart, The Sports

TRC’s brokerage group has always believed

Authority, and other retailers master brokered programs.

in teamwork as the foundation of our success.
Retail brokerage has historically been a one

The results speak for themselves, as we track towards another record year

deal | one broker deliver y system.

However

of activity, with our year-to-date transaction volume up over 11% over last

our commitment to team building flows through

year’s record numbers and we added approximately 2M square feet of

ever y decision made at TRC from our open office

new listings and twenty-one (21) new representation clients in 2011.

design that encourages tremendous sharing of

Just like our home teams, the World Champion Dallas Mavericks and AL

information and support, to the way we run
Steve Zimmerman

Managing Director | Brokerage

our accounts.

Champion Texas Rangers, the best team wins!

We believe teamwork gives our

clients a much higher level of ser vice and our

teams are strategically formed to meet their needs and objectives. Over
95% of our transactions have a minimum of two brokers working the deal
and in some cases as many as four.
Typically teams are comprised of a senior broker that provides the
strategy, relationships, and overall direction of the account with a junior
broker [or two] to assist in the execution of the strategy and provide realtime information to our clients.

Careful consideration is given to each

team members’ skill set whether we are being asked to lease a 500,000
square foot power center for Inland, handling the nine store disposition
for Ashley Furniture in Houston, or designing and executing the national
roll-out for Charming Charlie.

The internal collaboration goes much

deeper than the brokerage team, extending to our research department,
marketing department and administrative assistants.
Our strategic alliances also extend beyond TRC’s internal teams.

QR Codes - To find our property listing details, scan the QR
Code shown on page 6 of this newsletter. Download free
QR Code Readers at the App Store on your smart phone.

As

we partner with brokers in other markets in our role as master broker for
clients such as Charming Charlie, Bed Bath & Beyond, Eye Masters |
retail

at Carter Ranch | NEC Preston Road & Carter Ranch Road | Up to 16,000 SF

and partners, our progress and growth continues to build momentum

& 0.8 Acre pad site; Town Center Collyville | SEC HWY 26 & Hall Johnson

even as we work through an economic recovery. We currently

Rd | 125,033 SF; Westover Village | State HWY 183 & Green Oaks | Up

represent 204 retail and restaurant chains and have over 22 million

to 100,000 SF & Pad sites; Plymouth Plaza | NWC Irving Blvd. & Story

square feet of third-party listings. Connected Acquisitions has made

Road | Up to 200,000 SF; Keller Marketplace | NEC & NWC 1709 &

more major investments in projects such as Village on the Parkway

Keller-Smithfield Rd | Pads Omni Buildings; Shackleford Crossings | 1-430

and Shackleford Crossings, and our property management group,

& South Shackleford Road | Little Rock | 575,000 SF; Lakeview Crossing

Connected Management Services is now managing over 2 million

| NEC Rowlett Road & Lakeview Parkway | 13,693 SF; Former Wendy’s |

square feet of high profile shopping centers and retail districts.

NWQ 1-20 & Main St. | Weatherford

As with every other year, The Retail Connection is setting trends and

New Houston Listings: Upper Kirby District [Kirby Richmond Plaza];

breaking records because of our core focus, strategic vision, retail

8001 South Main Street | Main St. & Old Spanish Trail; Sam Moon Center |

partners and talented team. Every year, we connect and collaborate

Woodlands | 17943 I-45 South | 125,000 SF

EXPANDING

Because of the highly collaborative spirit we share with our retail clients

with more world class retailers, adding energy and vitality to an
already super-charged team of passionate professionals who love
doing anything related to retail.
The Retail Connection’s service platforms of BROKERAGE |

Our newest team members:

Assistant | Brokerage | Kendra Roberts | Analyst | Brokerage | Andy Eaton
| GIS Analyst | Research | Cathey Cothran | Property Manager | Connected
Management Services | Lynesey Klutts | Administrative Assistant | Brokerage

TENANT REPRESENTATION | LANDLORD REPRESENTATION |

Connected Acquisitions advises its retail clients

PROJECT MANAGEMENT | ACQUISITION | MERCHANT BANKING
| PROPERTY MANAGEMENT | INVESTMENT continue to position the
company for demonstrable growth in our service offerings.
Here’s just a few of the new retail brands and landlord relationships

and structures joint ventures to purchase retail
CONNECTED ACQUISITIONS

NEW BRANDS

| IntegraCare; Kleiman & Evangelista; The

Sweet Tooth Factory; Johnny Garlic’s; Tex Wasabi’s, Sheplers, Impress
for Less, Tiff’s Treats, Fitness Connection, Dollar Stop
■

NEW LANDORDS

Connected

INVESCO, ORIX

2

Management

Services provides

retail property management services based on the
CONNECTED MANAGEMENT SERVICES

owner’s objectives, the tenant’s needs, getting your

property noticed by retailers and achieving a quality shopping experience.
Construction

| Farrell Properties, Terra Enterprises, CFT,

Vaquero Ventures, L&B Realty, Ashley Furniture, Westwood Financial,

investment properties, which can be single-tenant,

multi-tenant or even portfolio assets.

we chose to highlight in this issue of INSIDE RETAIL:
■

Tanesha Thompson | Administrative

construction
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Management

management

team

Services
has

over

Our
50

years of diverse construction and retail real estate

development, redevelopment, and renovation experience. We assume an

Here’s a few of our New Dallas Listings [since May 2011] SWQ

owner’s mentality and take responsibility for the direction and implementation

East Marcy Drive & Gregg Street | 57,000 SF; The Shops

of the entire construction process.

RE-DEVELOPMENT

|

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

|

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

S T R AT E G I C A L L I A N C E S
for some time now. With the lease up and low interest rates, many are getting

By DAVID WILSON President | CDS

healthy enough to turn down the tenants who want too much of a bargain. Many

Our theme for this newsletter is collaboration.

are even raising their rental rates. The tenants who are renewing or are looking

Although it is being emphasized in this publication,

for new space are still fighting a good fight, but if the center is full or filling up,

it is a practice we have followed since the very

and since there is no new space coming onto the market, there won’t be much

beginning of The Retail Connection. It is the reason

give by the landlord to the demands of the tenant. So, the project owners are

that I decided that TRC is where I wanted to work.

getting healthier and the returns are improving. As the banks see this, they, who

Being a part of a team that has the developer, brokers

have also gotten a good bit healthier of late, are opening up to new lending for

and retailers working together to meet everyone’s

acquisitions of projects that have established cash flow and just need to be fixed.

needs seemed to me to be the best way to build
DAVID WILSON
President | CDS

And, the investors are into the acquisition game in a big way. Now that the risk

projects that work for everyone.

level has come down, the investors are choosing to step in and compete for the
deals. Their required IRRs have dropped of late.

On all of the TRC|Connected Development Services developments and
redevelopments, we have worked closely with brokers to identify the best group

Connected Development Services has ridden the roller coaster. We got hit with

of retailers for the project we had in mind. Additionally, we have worked very

the surprise of the market collapsing. We worked with tenants on rent relief when

closely with retailers to make sure that, to the best of our ability, we were delivering

they really needed it and when we could. We received relief from a tenant friend

a product that provided the opportunity for them to achieve maximum sales. From

on a co-tenancy default. We continued to lease our spaces at lower rates where

center layout and colors and signage to the merchandising mix and location of

we didn’t have as strong of a lineup of quality tenants and at pro forma where

the different uses, we have unashamedly gone to these retailer friends for their

our lineup was solid. We didn’t need to work out anything with our lenders and

guidance. We can’t do everything that is suggested all the time, but we certainly

we were able to refinance when we needed to. We benefitted significantly from

glean from them what we can so that our centers, as a result, are better. I think we

continued on page 11

do collaboration well and we intend to keep reaching out and paying attention
to what our friends have to say.

LET’S CONNECT

Now, based on collaboration, here is my opinion on this market. I think that the
worst is over for retail. I read an article recently about speakers at a seminar who
said with unemployment where it is, downgraded debt, the poor housing market,
and weak consumer credit that the outlook is uncertain. I disagree with this. Those
are all issues that need to be improved upon, for sure. And, I am not saying that
the rebound will be quick, but we have hit bottom and we are headed up from
here. Here is my chronology for how we arrived at where we are and why I
think we are poised for the next step. It doesn’t fit every project and probably
misses the overall situation for other states, but I think this is it for Texas and the
surrounding states. The consumer has settled in. They have either kept their job,
gotten a job they wanted, taken a job they didn’t want but had to have for money
reasons, or resigned themselves to living the best they can on what resources they
are going to receive from whatever sources they have. The tenants who have
survived are for the most part by now making money. Many are making good
money and many have been expanding or are looking to expand and increase

come visit us at our booth

their market share. This has been a good market for the healthy ones to really take

san antonio ICSC

advantage. This stabilization of the existing tenants and expansion flurry by some
has filled up quite a bit of the vacant space hangover we have had. With this,

booth #137

the existing landlords, developers or investors who made it through the downturn
or lenders/servicers for those who didn’t, have been the beneficiaries of this
tenant stabilization and expansion flurry. Their spaces are getting filled up. They
have also benefitted from the wonderful gift of low interest rates that we have had
retail

In

each

of

our

operating companies. Currently we have invested in six private retail

investment divisions

companies including, Teavana Holdings, Inc, which became a public

–

company on the New York Stock Exchange on July 28, 2011. We will

Development,

Acquisitions

CONNECTED CAPITAL SERVICES

and

Merchant Banking,

continue to work the best private equity firms in the consumer space to
identify and invest in fast growth retail companies.

The Retail Connection continues to identify and pursue opportunities
that best fit our team and investment partners.

We remain active in

our retail investment pursuits through the strength of these relationships,
including our partners in private equity. Coming out of a challenging
retail environment, we are seeing a significant increase in investment
opportunities and are well positioned to use our experience and knowledge
in bringing a number of these investment opportunities to close. The Retail
Connection’s merchant banking division, Connected Capital Ser vices,
continues to be involved in the due diligence and investment in retail

3

Alan Shor, alongside the rest of the Teavana team at the opening bell for
the IPO

EMERGING

RETAIL

BRANDS
retail

retail

TOPGOLF - In the Awesome
Hall of Fame, there’s a permanent
spot for beer, burgers and sports.
At TopGolf, we take the best
aspects of all three to create
a one-of-a-kind experience you
can’t find anywhere else.

NORDSTROM
RACK
Nordstrom Rack has quickly
become a popular value
priced retailer with fashion
and accessories at prices you
can’t beat.

retail

retail

JCPenney - JCPenney’s vision
for growth is to be America’s
shopping
destination
for
discovering great styles at
compelling prices. Currently,
JCPenney does business with
over half of the households in
America each year.

PETSMART - As the largest
specialty retailer of services and
solutions for the lifetime of pets,
this great pet-loving retailer goes
one step further by saving over
5 million pets each year via its
adoption program.

retail

retail

LA Fitness - In an industry often
equated with fad and fashion,
LA Fitness has steadily increased
its presence by focusing on the
one lifelong benefit valued by
everyone: good health.

CHARMING CHARLIE - A chic
fashion accessories boutique
that was named Retailer of the
Year in 2010.

retail

retail

Zoës Kitchen - Zoës Kitchen
personifies fresh, tasty, healthy
and unique food. It’s not enough
to provide great food every
once in a while - that’s why Zoës
has a steadfast commitment to
quality and consistency.

Starbucks - It happens millions
of times each week – a customer
receives a drink from a Starbucks
barista – but each interaction is
unique.

retail

retail

VISIONWORKS - Visionworks
is a leading provider of eye care
services offering high-quality
designer and exclusive brands,
frames, lenses and accessories
all at competitive prices.

Altared States - Altar’d States
is a uniquely different Christian
retailer, called to enrich lives
and make a positive impact
in communities by growing a
business for His glory.

retail

retail

Pei Wei - At Pei Wei the freshest
ingredients are prepared daily
and wok seared to order to
delicate perfection.

Jos. A. Bank - Jos. A. Bank is not
just another menswear retailer.
What makes them unique is also
what has attracted customers to
stores for 106 years; a heritage of
quality and workmanship, and an
extensive selection of beautifully
made, classically styled tailored
and casual clothing.

retail

retail

Dollar Stop - If you are having
a party or you have an everyday
need, you should check out the
Dollar Stop before shopping!

retail

4

buybuy Baby - Shop buybuy
BABY for the best selection of
baby merchandise including
strollers, car seats, baby nursery
furniture, crib bedding, diaper
bags and much more.

retail

EMERGING

RETAIL

PROJECT LEASING
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CONNECTED

ACQUISITIONS

PA R T N E R S H I P S , T E X A S S T Y L E
by STEVE HEFNER

of Texas. However, as it relates to The Retail Connection, I would say it would be

President | CAS

by continuing to collaborate with our retailers, the landlords we represent and our

Texas has made it thru the recession better than

equity partners for acquisition, development and redevelopment pursuits.

any other state in our nation. There were more jobs

STEVE HEFNER
President

| CAS

created in Texas in the last 12 months than any

Here at The Retail Connection, we have made inroads in this improving

other state (and those just weren’t quality-dilution

economy with new acquisitions and are positioned for several more in the

jobs that have been created elsewhere), there is a

coming months. Some ground up development is even getting attention today.

continued low cost of living that prevails, housing

By collaborating with the entire real estate network out there (both internal and

values are holding better than other states, plus,

external), we are able to find quality properties with which to pursue and it is

more companies seem to be relocating to Texas for

all because of collaboration.

the unique dynamics and characteristics that make

By collaborating with retailers, we know where they want to be in our markets,

Texans proud. It is undeniable that Texas is doing something right.

both from a new store perspective and relocating or expanding existing locations.

Houston is the apex energy, aeronautic and land-sea-air leader. Dallas/Ft.

That kind of collaboration creates opportunities for new acquisitions. If we know

Worth is the corporate headquarter leader. Austin is where government and

a certain retailer wants to be in a particular location, we can either find them

technology collide and San Antonio is becoming the gateway city for Mexico

space through ownership means, thru traditional brokerage means, or build it for

and a growing military base. All of these cities are flourishing without any direct

them. If we know where tenants want to be located, that is fodder for us wanting

competition of each other.

to own those same locations or in those same markets. We want to be in the
trenches with our partners, not just hold their hand until they get to the trench.

In short, Texas is the #1 state for doing business today and I think Texas intends
to continue that trend for the next 20 years. According to the US Census Bureau,

By collaborating with other landlords, we provide a service of leasing and/or

Texas will lead the nation in population by adding an additional 14 million

property managing centers for them. However, we can also be the take-out source

people to the state…and that is a forecast for just the metropolitan areas of

for turning over a property that a landlord doesn’t want to continue to hold long-

Dallas/Ft. Worth, Houston, Austin and San Antonio alone!

term. Whether it be because his loan is maturing, or he simply doesn’t want to
continue to hold until he finds that last tenant, we can be his answer for a successful

How are we going to manage all those new Texans and their impact on the

take-out. We have the ability to lease-up the vacancies over more time, as that is
continued on page 11

economy? I’m not sure I can answer that if I were speaking on behalf of the state
retail

ACQUISITIONS HIGHLIGHT | SHACKLEFORD CROSSINGS
The Retail Connection and Invesco Real Estate
Acquire High Profile Shopping Center

Babies R Us, Gordmans, Havertys, Edwin Watts, Rack Room, Maurice’s, Rue 21,

In July of this year, The Retail Connection in collaboration with Invesco Real Estate

“Little Rock has been one of the most resilient local major metro areas in the

purchased Shackleford Crossings, a 271,000 square foot newly constructed retail

country in recent years, and ranks at or near the top of all U.S. metros for

shopping center development in Little Rock, Arkansas. The center is located in the

pro-business environments and employment,” said David Bass, Director of Asset

western part of Little Rock, a high growth corridor of the city, at the intersection

Management for Invesco Real Estate. “As a result, the local retail sector continues

of South Shackleford Road and I-430, approximately 1.5 miles from the major

to be a stable force in the commercial real estate marketplace in Little Rock, which

intersection of I-430 with I-630.

is one of the main reasons we had significant interest in acquiring Shackleford

Verizon, Blue Cross Blue Shield and AT&T.

Crossings in partnership with The Retail Connection,” he stated.

Shackleford Crossings is one of the largest open air shopping centers in the state
of Arkansas, and one of the highest profile centers in the city of Little Rock. The

With exceptional access and close proximity to the University of Arkansas,

well-designed center with its attractive architectural features including decorative

the Clinton Presidential Center & Park, and the Little Rock National Airport,

stone and lush landscaping also provides ample parking for the variety of retail

the center boasts a large daytime population. Additional restaurants, big box

stores it offers.

users, and small shops are part of the merchandising and leasing strategy the
two companies have envisioned to complete the inline shops and peripheral

“We are excited to have acquired this impressive center in West Little Rock,”

land sites.

said Daniel Fuller, Senior Vice President for The Retail Connection. With its great
demographics, superior access, and our ability to add even more attractive
tenants to its current mix, we expect this shopping center to become a gem in
the overall retail scene of Little Rock, and we look forward to being a part of
that,” said Fuller.
Shadow-anchored by a new 187,000 square foot Wal-Mart Super Center and
a new 104,000 square foot JC Penney, the varied and complementary tenant
mix at Shackleford Crossings combines general and specialty retailers such as
retail
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FA M I LY C O N N E C T I O N S
K a r e n ’s D e a l F o u n d a t i o n t o C e l e b r a t e 1 0 t h A n n i v e r s a r y
Retail and other Real Estate professionals will celebrate the life and legacy of
Karen McCulley, one of the industry’s most beloved and successful leasing and
tenant representation specialists, who lost her courageous battle with cancer in
2003, however, she lives on in the hearts and minds of her peers.
“Karen was a special and powerful force in our industry, and the Karen’s Deal
Foundation has become a rallying point for our industry and a major force
of its own in its funding of support and treatment of cancer for patients over
the last 10 years. Her legacy will always be
her attitude, determination, perseverance, her

7

“The theme of this year’s event is 100 to celebrate the 10th anniversary and the
100% that my mom always represented,” adds Kendall Ibsen, Karen’s daughter, a
VP with TRC. “She inspired us, not just by her words, but by her actions, and she
truly made everyone around her better. It’s a great team effort by our industry.”
Lieberman, Tim Hughes, Scott Muller, Jenny Reynolds, John Weber Jr., along
with other commercial real estate pros and friends of McCulley, formed the
Foundation

and

have

worked

collaboratively to grow its reach over
the last decade. They are once again
joining together Thursday, December

will to succeed, her love of life and all that it

15th at the Lieberman’s home to host

rewarded her. She always inspired each and

a special celebration of the Karen’s

every one of us to be the best that we can be,

Deal Foundation’s 10th Anniversary,

to embrace our blessings and to never accept

to remember McCulley, celebrate her

anything less than 100% of what we strive for,”

life, and raise money for the Susan G.

said Steve Lieberman.

Komen Foundation through the event.

Karen McCulley & daughter,
Kendall Stixrood Ibsen

TRC
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Houston’s Business Community Is All About Sustaining
Business Growth

San Antonio – Diverse Industries & Robust Surrounding
Towns Contribute To Steady Rebound & Growth

by DAVID STUKALIN President | The Retail Connection | Houston

by SHERMAN HINKEBEIN Executive Vice President | Brokerage

DAVID STUKALIN
President

| Houston

Job growth is the most important of all economic

It seems like large Texas metropolitan areas like

indicators and Houston stands out. Most adults know

San Antonio will always serve as centers for

what it means to have a job and unfortunately too

expansion throughout Texas. The South Texas city

many know what it means to lose one. Job growth

and surrounding markets continue to hold their own

influences home construction, retail sales, airport

during less than stellar economic times. Per the most

traffic, energy prices and tax revenues, to name a

recent Perryman report, the San Antonio area, along

few. The lack of job growth plaguing the nation is

with a number of smaller metro areas throughout

both a sign and a symptom of a weak economy. BUT

the state, are all forecasted to see healthy growth

NOT IN HOUSTON.

over the next several decades due to significant

The Texas Workforce Commission reports that Houston created 65,600 jobs

SHERMAN HINKEBEIN

population gains in the top 5 MSAs.

EVP | Brokerage

between August 2010 and August 2011.

While we continue to see anxiety in most parts of the country, Texas – and

Metro Houston Employment Outlook

specifically San Antonio - continue to have more shelter from the storm due
to strong job growth, relatively good consumer spending, and an optimistic

Based on Historic Growth Rates
		

1.89 percent CAGR = 47,800 jobs

		

2.65 percent CAGR = 67,100 jobs

attitude of most business owners. For example, the local unemployment rate is
still among the lowest in the country at 7.3%, [down from 7.5% in the Spring of
this year] and the city continues to benefit from job creation. For the first half of
this year, the annualized rate of employment growth reached 2.8 %.

Based on Third-Party Forecasts
		

2.35 percent [Perryman] = 66,000 jobs

		

2.11 percent [Woods & Poole] 53,300 jobs

San Antonio’s retail property market segment is setting the pace for the Alamo
City’s overall commercial property marketplace. Both the metrics of retail sector
rental revenues and space absorption have reflected a rebound quality during

Most Recent Performance
		

2.6 percent [Texas Workforce Commission]

the most recent nine months’ trend. Throughout the second and third quarters

		

65,600 jobs since August 2010

there was an upswing in mid-sized transactions and new leases and expansion

The Perryman Group, a Waco-based firm, forecasts a 2.35 percent annual

generated approximately 250,000 square feet of positive net absorption
which tightened the citywide vacancy rate to 13.0% compared to 13.4% at the

growth rate.

beginning of the year.

Based on their projections, job growth for Houston over the coming decade should

Neighborhood Centers, which have remained sluggish since the start of the

average 53,300 to 66,000 per year. Again, recent jobs numbers reported by

recession, led second quarter gains – an encouraging sign and the possible

TWC place Houston near the high-end of that range. Clearly, job growth has

start of a recovery trend. Activity within area Power Centers included JoAnn’s

returned to normal in Houston.

Fabrics [25,000 sf] at Bandera Pointe and Alamo Draft House [27,000sf]

More important to us is that Houston is No. 1 in retail job growth, according to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The report says Houston has created more retail
jobs than any U.S. city since 2008, according to the Houston Business Journal.
Houston added 4,100 retail jobs in the past three years, according to an On
Numbers study of new data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Austin was
No. 2 in creating new retail jobs, adding 2,400, the report said.

at The Village at Stone Oak The recently announced closing of all Borders
bookstores will darken three locations later this year including Huebner Oaks
[NW], Alamo Quarry Market [NC] and The Forum at Olympia Parkway [NE]
but because of the strength of these projects, the centers have a waiting list of
Tenants for the locations.
The Power Center market currently boasts an occupancy rate of 92%. Inching
ahead slowly, the citywide average asking rental rate climbed fifteen cents

Only eight of the nation’s 100 major markets have higher retail employment now

from last quarter to reach $18.21 per square foot per year on a triple net

than they did in 2008, when the recession slammed the brakes on consumer

basis – up forty cents compared to the same quarter a year ago for a modest

spending. Houston is one of them.

annual increase of 2.3%. Rental rate increases, however, have not been evenly

Houston’s retail market continued to improve in the second and third quarters of
2011 with positive absorption and lower vacancy rates. During the last 2 years,
the market posted a positive net absorption with a retail vacancy rate of 7.8%,
down from 8.4% a year ago. Average city – wide quoted rental rates are slightly

distributed across property types – while Power Centers and Community Centers
reflect healthy over-the year gains, Strip Centers remained relatively flat and
Neighborhood Centers recorded a slight decline. Overall, momentum is on the
upswing and recovery is steady.

under $15 and development has taken place on over 400,000 square feet of

Speculative construction remains limited but investment activity is on the rise.

new retail space, including single tenant, strip centers and neighborhood centers

Notable transactions this quarter included Arbor Park [139,568 sf] purchased

– most of which are about 30% pre-leased.

by Dunhill Partners and World Class Capital’s purchase of Thousand Oaks

Retailers that have expanded in the greater Houston area are dd’s, Planet Fitness,

Center [69,875 sf] and Westpark Plaza [135,354 sf].

Eyemaster’s, Academy, Wal-mart, Sear’s Appliance, DSW, Jo-anns, LA Fitness,

The upwardly trending pace of San Antonio regional spending generally

Famous Footwear, Chase Bank, Sam Moon, Starbuck’s, buybuyBABY and

surpasses the more modest nationwide trend. Since major metro markets of

Nordstrom Rack.

Texas have exceeded the pace of U.S. job generation, it stands to reason

Over the past 30 years, Houston has waded through 4 recessions, sprinted
through three employment booms, endured three employment busts, and watched
a host of industries such as housing, construction, manufacturing, real estate,

that statewide consumer purchasing power and relative income expectations
translate to higher retail spending. While regional markets may exhibit relative
weakness for new construction and housing sales, the nature of sales has been

energy and trade soar, plummet, rebound, and soar again. In spite of the highs

very broad-based, with restaurant sales, durable goods and services displaying

and lows, the region has an impressive record. Since 1981, Houston has:

healthy gains. In terms of the comparing theTexas market’s sales tax revenue for
current market sales growth, Dallas is followed by San Antonio, then Houston,



Added 2.8 million residents



Created more than one million jobs



Built 760,000 single-family homes

As with any country or major city having been impacted by a recession, the



Sold more than 7.6 million vehicles

collaboration of all industries is what makes growth steady and real. In San



Erected 75 million square feet of office space

8

while the least strong retailing venue is Fort Worth. Austin sits in the middle.

continued on page 11

Antonio, Military and healthcare continue to be major contributors to economic
continued on page 11
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retailers

landlords

All TRC
Clients
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MANAGEMENT SERVICES
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
1900 Henderson
[Pearl Cup, Bliss Veggie Café, We Are 1976]
N. Henderson Avenue & HWY 75, Dallas, Texas - 8,323 SF

The number one objective of Connected Management Services, a wholly owned
division of The Retail Connection, is to provide retail shopping center owners with
the management services they need to complement their in-house capabilities.

1800 Henderson
[Sunflower Farmers Market]
N. Henderson Avenue & HWY 75, Dallas, Texas - 31,365 SF

TRC’s affiliated companies work together to provide unparalleled resources an
owner can rely on. We partner with our clients to understand their business needs
and results oriented.

Lewisville Towne Crossing
State HWY 121 & Josey Lane, Lewisville, Texas - 144,000 SF

PROPERTIES MANAGED BY CONNECTED MANAGEMENT SERVICES:

Exclusively focused on retail, Connected Management Services group

Arlington Highlands |Arlington Highlands East
NEC I-20 & Matlock Road, Arlington, Texas - 736,000 SF

provides professional shopping center management that ensures the daily

Mansfield Pointe
SWC Home Depot Drive & 287. Mansfield, Texas - 149,000 SF

a corporate commitment to total quality management.

in detail. This allows us to deliver a service that is responsive, project specific,

operations of the center are consistent, efficient and effective and backed by

Village on the Parkway
SEC DNT & Belt Line Road, Addison, Texas - 381,000 SF

David Wilson, President
Connected Development Services
The Retail Connection
214-572-8441
dwilson@theretailconnection.net

Quorum Plaza II
SWC Belt Line Road & Quorum Drive, Dallas, Texas - 80,000 SF
Grand Marc @ Westberry
2880 W. Berry Street, Ft. Worth, Texas - 30,000 SF

Faith Goolsby, CPM®, Senior Property Manager

The Shops on Henderson I, II, III
[Sushi Axiom, Capitol Pub, Hacienda on Henderson]
N. Henderson Avenue & HWY 75, Dallas, Texas - 38,000 SF

Connected Management Services
The Retail Connection
214-572-8414
fgoolsby@connectedmanagementservices.net

Shackleford Crossings
I-430 & Shackleford Road, Little Rock, Arkansas - 376,000 SF
Henderson Lots
[Cafe San Miguel, Barcadia, Padma Yoga]
N. Henderson Avenue & HWY 75, Dallas, Texas - 13,646 SF
Henderson Grand
[Jones Walker, Vickery Park Animal Clinic, Tei Tei, Halo Salon]
N. Henderson Avenue & HWY 75, Dallas, Texas - 28,895 SF
Henderson Commons
[Fireside Pies]
N. Henderson Avenue & HWY 75, Dallas, Texas - 1,000 SF

CONNECTED MANAGEMENT SERVICES
retail

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
As part of our Construction Development Services platform, our construction
management team has over 50 years of diverse construction and retail real
estate development, re-development and renovation experience. We assume an
owner’s mentality and take responsibility for the direction and implementation
of the entire construction process. We serve as the single point of contact for
the owner, making sure the project gets done on time and within budget while
minimizing risks. Our approach allows our clients to focus on their core business
strategies, and becomes the connection where retail and real estate come together.











Site Planning		
Scheduling
Budgeting		
Contracts & Lease Administration
Entitlement Process		
Field Construction Management
LEED Advisory		
Tenant Coordination
Bidding Process		
Project Close-Out

New Developments managed entirely by TRC | CDS
Arlington Highlands and Arlington Highlands East
NEC I-20 & Matlock Road, Arlington, Texas
Mansfield Pointe
SWC Home Depot Dr. & 287, Mansfield, Texas
Weatherford Ridge
NEC I-20 & Main, Weatherford, Texas
Village On The Parkway
SEC DNT & Belt Line Road, Dallas, Texas
Shackleford Crossings
I-430 & South Shackleford Road, Little Rock Arkansas - 573,000 SF
Exclusively focused on retail, Connected Development Services group
provides professional construction management that is tailored to the size and
complexity of any given project—and backed by a corporate commitment to
total quality management.
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ARTICLES OVERFLOW PAGE
COLLABORATION…

cont’d from pg 1

By STEVEN A. LIEBERMAN CEO & ALAN P. SHOR President
In March of this year, TRC partnered with Lincoln Property Company and Fidelity
Real Estate Group on the purchase of Village on the Parkway, a 380,000 sf
lifestyle center located at Beltline Road and the Dallas North Tollway. Village on

hard to satisfy. Both will require more in terms of preconstruction prove up and
assurances. The retailers will have to pay more than they have recently been used
to because the existing space bargains are gone and construction costs aren’t
down, they are up. But, given all of this difficulty, for the developer who has and
exercises the ability to collaborate with his team, it will be happening soon.

the Parkway has been an important part of the retail and restaurant landscape in
North Dallas since 1981, yet no significant redevelopment of the center has taken

PARTNERSHIPS, TEXAS STYLE…

place, despite the changing nature of the sub-market. This is where collaboration

By STEVE HEFNER President | CAS

at its best comes in. Now 30 years later, we have very exciting plans underway

what our brokerage group is in the business for. As any broker will tell you, it seems

to execute a major redevelopment of this property into a first class regional retail

to take forever today to get a lease to execution stage. If an owner is not ready or

center. Closely following the purchase of Village on the Parkway, we teamed

willing to hold on for what seems like an eternity, we can be the logical group to

with Invesco Real Estate in July to acquire Shackleford Crossings, a 271,000 sf

see the property to conclusion for them.

newly constructed retail shopping center development in Little Rock, Arkansas. The
center, which is one of the largest open-air centers in Arkansas, is ideally located
in the western part of Little Rock, a high growth corridor of the city. With strong
leasing and additional build-out, this is going to be another very solid value-add
for our partners. With these acquisitions, TRC joint ventures currently own over 2
million sf of shopping centers including the 820,000 sf Arlington Highlands - in
partnership with the Mathes family, Weatherford Ridge - in partnership with North
American Development Group [NADG], Mansfield Point and Quorum Plaza II - in
partnership with Granite Properties.
While Texas remains a vibrant retail market, significant changes will continue
to impact our industry with the advent of technology, smart phones and social
media. The most successful and savvy players will provide an immersive,
customer-centric, and superior shopping experience on all channels - digital and
in-store. We see these shifts as a tremendous opportunity - as our retail partners

cont’d from pg 6

By collaborating with our equity partners, we can jointly uncover opportunities. The
line of communication works both ways. We have joint venture partners who own
other properties, as do we and the real estate community is smaller than anyone
thinks. Opportunities abound out there and two heads are always better than one.
I recall an opportunity a long time ago that was a “one-off” deal, where I was
negotiating the purchase of a single hotel property and the seller was interested
in remaining as an equity partner in the deal. By the time it was finished, we had
purchased the entire portfolio of 27 properties from this company!
Of course, we collaborate internally all the time. Our tenant and landlord reps are
great sources of opportunities for acquisition. They are our “eyes and ears” because
they know our markets like the backs of their hands. Our internal collaboration gets
stronger and stronger every day and that’s going to be a real plus as this Texas
market heats up even more in the next few years.

are some of the most innovative in the country and find ways to augment growth

At The Retail Connection, it’s the perfect storm. Texas growth is happening with

every year by focusing on their strengths and deeply entrenched relationships

the economy and with new people. That creates opportunity for more retail in our

with their customers.

great state and The Retail Connection is poised to synchronize those opportunities

TRC’s primary objective is to always create value for our clients and partners
by helping them maximize the connection at every point where retail and real
estate connect. We look forward to our future collaborations ahead and the
results that will follow.

with our great partners. We collaborate to ensure that our partners are happy and
that we can continue to be a leader in retail real estate. The next 20 years in Texas
should be very good for all of us in the retail sector!

HOUSTON…

SAN ANTONIO…

By DAVID STUKALIN President | Houston

cont’d from pg 8

By SHERMAN HINKEBEIN Executive Vice President | Brokerage
stability as well as long-term growth. Several other segments such as tourism,
manufacturing, business services, and of course, retail, are additional generators
of future economic expansion for the area. Exploration and production activity
in the nearby Eagle Ford Shale is yet another stimulus to the area.
Based on information from the Greater San Antonio Chamber of Commerce,
the regional June Business Cycle Index Trend showed San Antonio displaying
the best strength among Texas Big Five Metros. The same report showed that
the San Antonio – New Braunfels area is one of the healthiest cities to come
through the recent recession and is in fact leading the way in recovery.

S T R AT E G I C A L L I A N C E S …

cont’d from pg 3

By DAVID WILSON President | CDS
the very low interest rates. And, although the final outcome is still in the future, I
don’t foresee our investors losing money on any of the projects we did since the
inception of the company.
Now I see us entering a different phase in our economic cycle. This is the time
that the bold, capable, and hardest working will make their best deals for some
time to come, and this includes everyone involved. Some will say that I am crazy,
but we have gotten to a point in certain situations where new development
makes sense. I know this because my collaborators tell me so. My broker friends
identify locations that their tenants need and my retailer friends agree with them.
It won’t be easy. The investors are very proud of their money. The banks will be
11

cont’d from pg 8



Handled 4.7 billion tons of cargo



Served more than 1 billion air passengers

From nanotechnology to energy, advanced manufacturing and a bustling retail
scene, Houston is all about collaboration and partnerships. The Houston region
offers a business friendly environment with a low cost of living and an abundance
of available land and space. Add to the mix a well-educated work force and a
can-do spirit and businesses can’t help but thrive or at the very least, produce
decent profits.
Houston will be well positioned to flourish entering into 2012, and The Retail
Connection | Houston is excited to be a part of the retail opportunities that are
in store for our team.

TENANT
Ace Hardware
Al’s Formal Wear
Altar’d State
American Apparel
Another Broken Egg
Anytime Fitness
A Pea In The Pod
AT&T
Baker Street Pub & Grill
Becks Prime
Bed Bath & Beyond
Benefit Cosmetics
Bikinis Sports Bar & Grill
Bistro Babusan
Black-eyed Pea
Boi Na Braza
Bonefish Grill
Boudreaux’s Cajun Kitchen
Brooklyn’s Pizzeria
Buckhead Saloon
Buffalo Wild Wings
buybuy Baby
Cadillac Bar
Casual Male
Cedars Mediterranean Mezza
Celebrity Bakery
Charming Charlie
Chase
Chelsea’s Kitchen
Christmas Tree Shops
Ciudad
Clearwire
Cork
Cozymels
Cru Wine Bar
Cyclone Anaya’s
Dallas Chop House
Dallas Fish Market
Deluxe Nail Salon
Destination Maternity
Destination XL

Dollar Stop
Dollar Tree
Dougherty’s Pharmacy
Draper’s & Damon’s
DSW Shoes
Dunkin’ Donuts
Eno’s Tavern
EntertainMart
Equinox Fitness
Essensuals London
Ethan Allen
Evolution Tans
EZ Money
EZ Pawn
Family Video
Famous Footwear
Fantastic Sams
Firepit Texas Grill
Fish City Grill
Fish Express
Fitness Connection
Fletcher’s Jewelry
Forty Five Ten
Freed’s Furniture
Furr’s
GameStop
GNC
Go Fish
Gold’s Gym
Golfsmith
Goodfella’s Pizza & Pasta
Goorin Bros.
Grandy’s
Great Clips
Grotto
Hallmark
Harbor Freight Tools
Hibashi Teppan Grill
Hobby Town USA
Hoffbrau Steaks
Houston’s

REPRESENTATION
Howard Wang’s Grill
Humperdink’s
IHOP
Impress for Less
IntegraCare
Iron Cactus
Italia
JCPenney
Jersey Mike’s Subs
Jo~Ann Stores
Johnny Garlic’s
Jos. A. Bank
K&G Menswear
Kenny & Ziggy’s
Kerry Simon
Kidrobot
Kids Park
Kleiman|Evangelista
Knockouts
LA Fitness
La Grande Orange
LabXpress
Landry’s Seafood
Lids Locker Room
Little Caesars
Logan’s Roadhouse
Love & War in Texas
Malai
Marmalade Cafe
Mattison Avenue
Mattito’s
Max Brenner
McAlister’s Deli
Mealey’s Furniture
Men’s Wearhouse
Merge
Mimi Maternity
Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
Molto Formaggio
Monarch Dental
Morton’s The Steakhouse

LANDLORD
Albert Sign Company, Inc.
AmREIT
Andres Properties
Ascension Development
Ashley Furniture
Atlantic Hotels Group, Inc.
Bay West Realty Capital, LLC
Behringer Harvard
Beltline Preston, LTD
Billingsley Company
Bromont Group
The Brytar Companies
Burk Collins & Co., LTD
Califco, LLC
Centennial Real Estate Company, LLC

CFT
Cheney & Mathes Properties
Clearview Investments, LTD
Connected Development Services
Connected Acquisitions Services
Connected Management Services
Covington Partners
E2M Partners
Eagle Equity
Elite Shopping Centers Management, Inc.
Endeavor Real Estate Group
Family Video
Farrell Properties
Galardi Group, Inc.
Global Fund Investments, LLC

brokerage
CORPORATE OFFICE | DFW
2525 McKinnon Street
Ste. 700
Dallas, TX 75201
p 214.572.0777
f 214.572.0009

|

Motherhood Maternity
Music & Arts
My Fit Foods
Nordstrom Rack
Ocean Prime
O’Reilly Auto Parts
Paciugo
Palm Beach Tan
Palominos Ranch Buffet
Panda Express
Panera Bread Company
Papa John’s
Papa Murphys
Paradise Bakery
Peacock Alley Fine Linens
Pei Wei Asian Diner
Performance Bike
Pesce
PetSmart
Pinkberry
Piranha Killer Sushi
Planet Fitness
Pluckers
Portrait Innovations
Private Gallery
Q Custom Clothier
Quickway
R+D Kitchen
RadioShack
Rainforest Cafe
Rally House Texas
Red Robin
Regional Management Corp.
Ritz | Wolf Camera
Rochester Big & Tall
Rockler
Rubio’s Mexican Grill
rue21
Ruggeri’s Italian Kitchen
Saltgrass Steakhouse
Sheplers

Sherlock’s Pub
Simply Fashion Stores
Smoothie King
Snappy Salads
Sonic Drive-In
Sonny Bryan’s
Souper Salad
Spicy Pickle
Splitsville Lanes
Sports Authority
Star Power
Starbucks
Studio Movie Grill
Taco Bueno
tasti D lite
Tex Wasabi’s
The Blue Fish
The Cash Store
The Fresh Market Grocery
The Luxury of Leather
The Office
The Sweet Tooth Fairy
Tiff’s Treats
Tin Star
T-Mobile
T-Mobile Limited
Top Golf
Torrid
Truluck’s
Urban Brands
Vic and Anthony’s
Visionworks
Wendy’s
Which Wich
Whiskey River
Woly Board Company
Woodlands Grill
Zaxby’s
Ziziki’s Taverna
Zoës Kitchen

REPRESENTATION
Grace Development
Granite Properties
Greenway Investment Company
H-E-B
Inland American
Inland Western
Invesco
Karns Commercial Real Estate
Kimco Realty Corporation
L&B Realty Advisors
Levcor, Inc.
Maly Commercial Realty
Mark R. Smith Co., Inc.
North American Development Group
Oakhollow Group, LTD

advisory

Orix
Phoenix Property Company
PLS Realty
Ponderosa Land Development Company
Prescott Realty Group
Provident Realty Advisors, Inc.
Provost Group
Red Sea Group
Rosebud Properties
Sam Moon Trading Company
SMI Realty Management
Starpoint Properties, LLC
Summit Realty
Terra Enterprises
Tex-Can Real Estate Group

|

The Tabani Group
TPJ Properties, LTD
TPMC Realty Corporation
Triyar Companies
U. S. Industries
Vaquero Ventures
Vista Property Company
Westwood Financial Corp.
Windswept Place, LLC
Wolverine Interests
Woodcrest Capital, LLC

investment

HOUSTON OFFICE

SAN ANTONIO OFFICE

10000 Memorial Drive
Ste. 170
Houston, TX 77024
p 713.547.5555
f 713.547.5549

17721 Rogers Ranch Pkwy
Ste. 140
San Antonio, TX 78258
p 210.408.6464
f 210.408.6465

FOR QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS NEWSLETTER, PLEASE CONTACT

LEISA BARGER - Senior Vice President | Marketing
EMAIL: lbarger@theretailconnection.net

www.theretailconnection.net
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